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Address at the I nstitute for the Stud y of Fascism,
Pa ris, Apri l 27, 1 9341

The task is to win over the intellectuals to the working class by making them
aware of the identity of their spiritual enterprises and of their conditions as
producers.
-Ramon Fernandez

You will remember how Plato deals with poets in his ideal state: he banishes
them from it in the public interest. He had a high conception of the power
of poetry, but he believed it harmful, superfluous-in a perfect community,
of course. The question of the poet's right to exist has not often, since then,
been posed with the same emphasis; but today it poses itself. Probably it is
only seldom posed in this form, but it is more or less familiar to you all as
the question of the autonomy of the poet, of his freedom to write whatever
he pleases. You are not disposed to grant him this autonomy. You believe
that the present social situation compels him to decide in whose service he
is to place his activity. The bourgeois writer of entertainment literature does
not acknowledge this choice. You must prove to him that, without admitting
it, he is working in the service of certain class interests. A more advanced
type of writer does recognize this choice. His decision, made on the basis
of class struggle, is to side with the proletariat. This puts an end to his
autonomy. His activity is now decided by what is useful to the proletariat
in the class struggle. Such writing is commonly called tendentious.
Here you have the catchword around which has long circled a debate
familiar to you. Its familiarity tells you how unfruitful it has been, for it has
not advanced beyond the monotonous reiteration of arguments for and
against: on the one hand, the correct political line is demanded of the poet;
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on the other, one is justified in expecting his work to have quality. Such a
formulation is of course unsatisfactory as long as the connection between
the two factors, political line and quality, has not been perceived. Of course,
the connection can be asserted dogmatically. You can declare: a work that
shows the correct political tendency need show no other quality. You can
also declare: a work that exhibits the correct tendency must of necessity
have every other quality.
This second formulation is not uninteresting, and, moreover, it is correct.
I adopt it as my own. But in doing so I abstain from asserting it dogmatically.
It must be proved. And it is in order to attempt to prove it that I now claim
your attention. This is, you will perhaps object, a very specialized, out-of
the-way theme. And do I intend to promote the study of fascism with such
a proof? This is indeed my intention. For I hope to be able to show you
that the concept of political tendency, in the summary form in which it
usually occurs in the debate just mentioned, is a perfectly useless instrument
of political literary criticism. I would like to show you that the tendency of
a literary work can be politically correct only if it is also literarily correct.
That is to say, the politically correct tendency includes a literary tendency.
And I would add straightaway: this literary tendency, which is implicitly or
explicitly contained in every correct political tendency of a work, alone
constitutes the quality of that work. The correct political tendency of a work
thus includes its literary quality because it includes its literary tendency.
This assertion-I hope I can promise you-will soon become clearer. For
the moment, I would like to interj ect that I might have chosen a different
starting point for my reflections. I started from the unfruitful debate on the
relationship between tendency and quality in literature. I could have started
from an even older and no less unfruitful debate: What is the relationship
between form and content, particularly in political poetry ? This kind of
question has a bad name; rightly so. It is the textbook example of the
attempt to explain literary connections undialectically, with cliches. Very
well. But what, then, is the dialectical approach to the same question ?
The dialectical approach to this question-and here I come to the heart
of the matter-has absolutely no use for such rigid, isolated things as work,
novel, book. It has to insert them into the living social contexts. You rightly
declare that this has been done time and again among our friends. Certainly.
Only they have often done it by launching at once into large, and therefore
necessarily often vague, questions . Social conditions are, as we know, deter
mined by conditions of production. And when a work was subjected to a
materialist critique, it was customary to ask how this work stood vis-a-vis
the social relations of production of its time. This is an important question,
but also a very difficult one. Its answer is not always unambiguous. And I
would like now to propose to you a more immediate question, a question
that is somewhat more modest, somewhat less far-reaching, but that has, it
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seems to me, more chance o f receiving a n answer. Instead o f asking, "What
is the attitude of a work to the relations of production of its time ? Does it
accept them, is it reactionary ? Or does it aim at overthrowing them, is it
revolutionary ? "-instead of this question, or at any rate before it, I would
like to propose another. Rather than asking, "What is the attitude of a work
to the relations of production of its time ? " I would like to ask, "What is its
position in them ? " This question directly concerns the function the work
has within the literary relations of production of its time. It is concerned,
in other words, directly with the literary technique of works.
In bringing up technique, I have named the concept that makes literary
products accessible to an immediately social, and therefore materialist,
analysis. At the same time, the concept of technique provides the dialectical
starting point from which the unfruitful antithesis of form and content can
be surpassed. And furthermore, this concept of technique contains an indi
cation of the correct determination of the relation between tendency and
quality, the question raised at the outset. If, therefore, we stated earlier that
the correct political tendency of a work includes its literary quality, because
it includes its literary tendency, we can now formulate this more precisely
by saying that this literary tendency can consist either in progress or in
regression of literary technique.
You will certainly approve if I now pass, with only an appearance of
arbitrariness, to very concrete literary conditions. Russian conditions. I
would like to direct your attention to Sergei Tretiakov, and to the type
(which he defines and embodies ) of the " operating" writer.2 This operating
writer provides the most tangible example of the functional interdependence
that always, and under all conditions, exists between the correct political
tendency and progressive literary technique. I admit, he is only one example;
I hold others in reserve. Tretiakov distinguishes the operating writer from
the informing writer. His mission is not to report but to struggle; not to play
the spectator but to intervene actively. He defines this mission in the account
he gives of his own activity. When, in 1 92 8 , at the time of the total
collectivization of agriculture, the slogan " Writers to the kolkhoz! " was
proclaimed, Tretiakov went to the " Communist Lighthouse " commune and
there, during two lengthy stays, set about the following tasks: calling mass
meetings; collecting funds to pay for tractors; persuading independent peas
ants to enter the kolkhoz [collective farm] ; inspecting the reading rooms;
creating wall newspapers and editing the kolkhoz newspaper; reporting for
Moscow newspapers; introducing radio and mobile movie houses; and so
on. It is not surprising that the book Commanders of the Field, which
Tretiakov wrote following these stays, is said to have had considerable
influence on the further development of collective agriculture.
You may have a high regard for Tretiakov, yet still be of the opinion that
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his example does not prove a great deal in this context. The tasks he
performed, you will perhaps object, are those of a journalist or a propagan
dist; all this has little to do with literature. But I cited the example of
Tretiakov deliberately, in order to point out to you how comprehensive the
horizon is within which we have to rethink our conceptions of literary forms
or genres, in view of the technical factors affecting our present situation, if
we are to identify the forms of expression that channel the literary energies
of the present. There were not always novels in the past, and there will not
always have to be; there have not always been tragedies or great epics. Not
always were the forms of commentary, translation, indeed even so-called
plagiarism playthings in the margins of literature; they had a place not only
in the philosophical but also in the literary writings of Arabia and China.
Rhetoric has not always been a minor form: in Antiquity, it put its stamp
on large provinces of literature. All this is to accustom you to the thought
that we are in the midst of a mighty recasting of literary forms, a melting
down in which many of the opposites in which we have been used to think
may lose their force. Let me give an example of the unfruitfulness of such
opposites, and of the process of their dialectical transcendence. And we shall
remain with Tretiakov. For this example is the newspaper.
One left-wing author has declared:3
In our writing, opposites that in happier ages fertilized one another have
become insoluble antinomies. Thus, science and belles lettres, criticism and
literary production, education and politics, fall apart in disorder and lose all
connection with one another. The scene of this literary confusion is the news
paper; its content, " subj ect matter" that denies itself any other form of organi
zation than that imposed on it by readers' impatience. And this impatience is
not j ust that of the politician expecting information, or of the speculator
looking for a stock tip; behind it smolders the impatience of people who are
excluded and who think they have the right to see their own interests expressed.
The fact that nothing binds the reader more tightly to his paper than this
all-consuming impatience, his longing for daily nourishment has long been
exploited by publishers, who are constantly inaugurating new columns to
address the reader's questions, opinions, and protests. Hand in hand, therefore,
with the indiscriminate assimilation of facts goes the equally indiscriminate
assimilation of readers, who are instantly elevated to collaborators. Here,
however, a dialectical moment lies concealed: the decline of writing in the
bourgeois press proves to be the formula for its revival in the press of Soviet
Russia. For as writing gains in breadth what it loses in depth, the conventional
distinction between author and public, which is upheld by the bourgeois press,
begins in the Soviet press to disappear. For there the reader is at all times ready
to become a writer-that is, a describer, or even a prescriber. As an expert-not
perhaps in a discipline but perhaps in a post that he holds-he gains access to
authorship. Work itself has its turn to speak. And its representation in words
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becomes a part o f the ability that i s needed for its exercise. Literary competence
is no longer founded on specialized training but is now based on polytechnical
education, and thus becomes public property. It is, in a word, the literarization
of the conditions of living that masters the otherwise insoluble antinomies. And
it is at the scene of the limitless debasement of the word-the newspaper, in
short-that its salvation is being prepared.

I hope I have shown, by means of this quotation, that the description of
the author as producer must extend as far as the press. For through the
press, at any rate through the Soviet Russian press, one realizes that the
mighty process of recasting that I spoke of earlier not only affects the
conventional distinction between genres, between writer and poet, between
scholar and popularizer, but also revises even the distinction between author
and reader. Of this process the press is the decisive example, and therefore
any consideration of the author as producer must include it.
It cannot, however, stop at this point. For in Western Europe the news
paper does not constitute a serviceable instrument of production in the
hands of the writer. It still belongs to capital. Since, on the one hand, the
newspaper, technically speaking, represents the most important literary po
sition, but, on the other, this position is controlled by the opposition, it is
no wonder that the writer's understanding of his dependent social position,
his technical possibilities, and his political task has to grapple with the most
enormous difficulties. It has been one of the decisive processes of the last
ten years in Germany that a considerable proportion of its productive minds,
under the pressure of economic conditions, have passed through a revolu
tionary development in their attitudes, without being able simultaneously
to rethink their own work, their relation to the means of production, or
their technique in a really revolutionary way. I am speaking, as you see, of
so-called left-wing intellectuals, and will limit myself to the bourgeois Left.
In Germany the leading politico-literary movements of the last decade have
emanated from this left-wing intelligentsia. I shall mention two of them.
Activism and New Objectivity [Neue Sachlichkeit] , using these examples to
show that a political tendency, however revolutionary it may seem, has a
counterrevolutionary function so long as the writer feels his solidarity with
the proletariat only in his attitudes, not as a producer.4
The catchword in which the demands of Activism are summed up is
"logocracy" ; in plain language, " rule of the mind. " This is apt to be
translated as " rule of the intellectuals. " In fact, the concept of the intellec
tual, with its attendant spiritual values, has established itself in the camp of
the left-wing intelligentsia, and dominates its political manifestos from
Heinrich Mann to Doblin.5 It can readily be seen that this concept has been
coined without any regard for the position of intellectuals in the process of
production. Hiller, the theoretician of Activism, means intellectuals to be
understood not as " members of certain professions " but as " representatives
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of a certain characterological type. " 6 This characterological type naturally
stands as such between the classes. It encompasses any number of private
individuals without offering the slightest basis for organizing them. When
Hiller formulates his denunciation of party leaders, he concedes them a good
deal. They may be " better informed in important matters . . . , have more
popular appeal . . . , fight more courageously" than he, but of one thing he
is sure: they " think more defectively. " Probably. But where does this lead
him, since politically it is not private thinking but, as Brecht once expressed
it, the art of thinking in other people's heads that is decisive ? Activism
attempted to replace materialistic dialectics by the notion of common
sense-a notion that in class terms is unquantifiable. 7 Activism's intellectuals
represent at best a social group. In other words, the very principle on which
this collective is formed is reactionary. No wonder its effect could never be
revolutionary.
Yet the pernicious principle of such collectivization continues to operate.
This could be seen three years ago, when Doblin's Wissen und Verdndern
came out. 8 As is known, this pamphlet was written in reply to a young
man-Doblin calls him Herr Hocke-who had put to the famous author
the question, " What is to be done ? " Doblin invites him to join the cause of
socialism, but with reservations. Socialism, according to Doblin, is " free
dom, a spontaneous union of people, the rejection of all compulsion, indig
nation at inj ustice and coercion, humanity, tolerance, a peaceful disposi
tion. " However that may be, on the basis of this socialism he sets his face
against the theory and practice of the radical workers' movement. " Noth
ing, " Doblin declares, "can come out of anything that was not already in
it-and from a murderously exacerbated class war, j ustice can come but not
socialism. " Doblin formulates the recommendation that, for these and other
reasons, he gives Herr Hocke: " You, my dear sir, cannot put into effect your
agreement in principle with the struggle [of the proletariat] by joining the
proletarian front. You must be content with an agitated and bitter approval
of this struggle. But you also know that if you do more, an immensely
important post will remain unmanned . . . : the original communistic posi
tion of human individual freedom, of the spontaneous solidarity and union
of men . . . It is this position, my dear sir, that alone falls to you . " Here it
is quite palpable where the conception of the " intellectual "-as a type of
person defined by his opinions, attitudes, or dispositions, but not by his
position in the process of production-leads. He must, as Doblin puts it,
find his place beside the proletariat. But what kind of place is this ? That of
a benefactor, of an ideological patron-an impossible place. And so we
return to the thesis stated at the outset: the place of the intellectual in the
class struggle can be identified-or, better, chosen-only on the basis of his
position in the process of production.
To signify the transformation of the forms and instruments of production
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in the way desired b y a progressive intelligentsia-that is, one interested in
freeing the means of production and serving the class struggle-Brecht
coined the term Umfunktionierung [functional transformation] . He was the
first to make of intellectuals the far-reaching demand not to supply the
apparatus of production without, to the utmost extent possible, changing it
in accordance with socialism. " The publication of the Versuche, " the author
writes in his introduction to the series of writings bearing this title, " oc
curred at a time when certain works ought no longer to be individual
experiences (have the character of works) but should, rather, concern the
use (transformation) of certain institutes and institutions. "9 It is not spiritual
renewal, as fascists proclaim, that is desirable: technical innovations are
suggested. I shall come back to these innovations. Here I would like to
content myself with a reference to the decisive difference between the mere
supplying of a productive apparatus and its transformation. And I would
like to preface my discussion of the " New Objectivity" with the proposition
that to supply a productive apparatus without-to the utmost extent pos
sible-changing it would still be a highly censurable course, even if the
material with which it is supplied seemed to be of a revolutionary nature.
For we are faced with the fact-of which the past decade in Germany has
furnished an abundance of examples-that the bourgeois apparatus of pro
duction and publication can assimilate astonishing quantities of revolution
ary themes-indeed, can propagate them without calling its own existence,
and the existence of the class that owns it, seriously into question. This
remains true at least as long as it is supplied by hack writers, even if they
are revolutionary hacks. I define " hack writer" as a writer who abstains in
principle from alienating the productive apparatus from the ruling class by
improving it in ways serving the interests of socialism. And I further main
tain that a considerable proportion of so-called left-wing literature possessed
no other social function than to wring from the political situation a con
tinuous stream of novel effects for the entertainment of the public. This
brings me to the New Objectivity. Its stock in trade was reportage. Let us
ask ourselves to whom this technique was useful.
For the sake of clarity I will place its photographic form in the foreground,
but what is true of this can also be applied to its literary form. Both owe
the extraordinary increase in their popularity to the technology of publica
tion: radio and the illustrated press. Let us think back to Dadaism. The
revolutionary strength of Dadaism consisted in testing art for its authentic
ity. A still life might have been put together from tickets, spools of cotton,
and cigarette butts, all of which were combined with painted elements. The
whole thing was put in a frame. And thereby the public was shown: Look,
your picture frame ruptures time; the tiniest authentic fragment of daily life
says more than painting. Just as the bloody fingerprint of a murderer on the
page of a book says more than the text. Much of this revolutionary content
has gone into photomontage. You need only think of the work of John
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Heartfield, whose technique made the book cover into a political instru
ment.10 But now follow the path of photography further. What do you see ?
It becomes ever more nuance, ever more modern; and the result is that it
can no longer record a tenement block or a refuse heap without transfiguring
it. Needless to say, photography is unable to convey anything about a power
station or a cable factory other than, "What a beautiful world ! " The World
Is Beautiful-this is the title of the well-known picture anthology by Renger
Patzsch, in which we see New Obj ective photography at its peak . 1 1 For it
has succeeded in transforming even abj ect poverty-by apprehending it in
a fashionably perfected manner-into an object of enj oyment. For if it is an
economic function of photography to restore to mass consumption, by
fashionable adaptation, subjects that had earlier withdrawn themselves from
it ( springtime, famous people, foreign countries ), it is one of its political
functions to renew from within-that is, fashionably-the world as it is.
Here we have a flagrant example of what it means to supply a productive
apparatus without changing it. To change it would have meant overthrow
ing another of the barriers, transcending another of the antitheses, that fetter
the production of intellectuals-in this case, the barrier between writing and
image. What we require of the photographer is the ability to give his picture
a caption that wrenches it from modish commerce and gives it a revolution
ary use value. But we will make this demand most emphatically when
we-the writers-take up photography. Here, too, therefore, technical pro
gress is for the author as producer the foundation of his political progress.
In other words, only by transcending the specialization in the process of
intellectual production-a specialization that, in the bourgeois view, consti
tutes its order-can one make this production politically useful; and the
barriers imposed by specialization must be breached j ointly by the produc
tive forces that they were set up to divide. The author as producer discov
ers-even as he discovers his solidarity with the proletariat-his solidarity
with certain other producers who earlier seemed scarcely to concern him. I
have spoken of the photographer; here I will very briefly insert a word of
Eisler's on the musician: 12
In the development of music, too, both in production and in reproduction, we
must learn to recognize an ever-increasing process of rationalization . . . The
phonograph record, the sound film, jukeboxes can purvey top-quality music
. . . canned as a commodity. The consequence of this process of rationalization
is that musical reproduction is consigned to ever-diminishing but also ever more
highly qualified groups of specialists. The crisis of the commercial concert is
the crisis of an antiquated form of production made obsolete by new technical
inventions.

The task, therefore, consisted of an Umfunktionierung of the form of the
concert that had to fulfill two conditions: it had to eliminate the antithesis,
first, between performers and listeners and, second, between technique and
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content. O n this, Eisler makes the following illuminating observation: " One
must beware of overestimating orchestral music and considering it the only
high art. Music without words attained its great importance and its full
extent only under capitalism. " This means that the task of changing the
concert is impossible without the collaboration of the word. It alone can
effect the transformation, as Eisler formulates it, of a concert into a political
meeting. But that such a transformation does indeed represent a peak of
musical and literary technique, Brecht and Eisler prove with their didactic
play Die Massnahme [The Measures Taken] .
If you look back from this vantage point on the recasting of literary forms
that I spoke of earlier, you can see how photography and music, and
whatever else occurs to you, are entering the growing, molten mass from
which the new forms are cast. You will find this confirmed : only the liter
arization of all the conditions of life provides an accurate conception of the
range of this melting-down process, j ust as the state of the class struggle
determines the temperature at which-more or less perfectly-it is accom
plished.
I spoke of the process of a certain modish photography whereby poverty
is made an obj ect of consumption. In turning to New Obj ectivity as a literary
movement, I must take a step further and say that it has made the struggle
against poverty an obj ect of consumption. The political importance of the
movement was indeed exhausted in many cases by the conversion of revo
lutionary impulses, insofar as they occurred among bourgeoisie, into objects
of distraction, of amusement, which found their way without difficulty into
the big-city cabaret business. The transformation of the political struggle
from a call-to-decision into an obj ect of contemplative enj oyment, from a
means of production into a consumer article, is the defining characteristic
of this literature. A perceptive critic has explained this, using the example
of Erich Kastner, as follows: 1 3
With the workers' movement, this left-wing radical intelligentsia h a s nothing
in common. It is, rather, a phenomenon of bourgeois decomposition, a coun
terpart of the feudalistic mimicry that the Second Empire admired in the reserve
officer. The radical-left publicists of the stamp of Kastner, Mehring, or Tuchol
sky are the proletarian mimicry of decayed bourgeois strata . 1 4 Their function
is to produce, from the political standpoint, not parties but cliques; from the
literary standpoint, not schools but fashions; from the economic standpoint,
not producers but agents-agents or hacks who make a great display of their
poverty, and a banquet out of yawning emptiness. One could not be more cozily
accommodated in an uncozy situation.

This school, I said, made a great display of its poverty. It thereby shirked
the most urgent task of the present-day writer: to recognize how poor he is
and how poor he has to be in order to begin again from the beginning. For
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this is what is involved. The Soviet state will not, it is true, banish the poet,
as Plato did; but it will-and this is why I evoked Plato's republic at the
outset-assign him tasks that do not permit him to display in new master
pieces the long-since-counterfeit wealth of creative personality. To expect a
renewal in terms of such personalities and such works is a privilege of
fascism, which gives rise to such asinine formulations as that with which
Gunther Grundel, in his Mission of the Young Generation, rounds off the
section on literature: "We cannot better conclude this . . . survey and prog
nosis than with the observation that the Wilhelm Meister and the Green
Henry of our generation have not yet been written. " 15 Nothing will be
further from the author who has reflected deeply on the conditions of
present-day production than to expect, or desire, such works. His work will
never be merely work on products but always, at the same time, work on
the means of production. In other words, his products must have, over and
above their character as works, an organizing function, and in no way must
their organizational usefulness be confined to their value as propaganda .
Their political tendency alone is not enough. The excellent Lichtenberg has
said, "What matters is not a man's opinions, but the kind of man these
opinions make of him. " 16 Now, it is true that opinions matter greatly, but
the best are of no use if they make nothing useful out of those who hold
them. The best political tendency is wrong if it does not demonstrate the
attitude with which it is to be followed. And this attitude the writer can
demonstrate only in his particular activity-that is, in writing. A political
tendency is a necessary but never sufficient condition for the organizing
function of a work. This further requires a directing, instructing stance on
the part of the writer. And today this must be demanded more than ever
before. An author who teaches writers nothing teaches no one. What mat
ters, therefore, is the exemplary character of production, which is able, first,
to induce other producers to produce, and, second, to put an improved
apparatus at their disposal. And this apparatus is better, the more consumers
it is able to turn into producers-that is, readers or spectators into collabo
rators. We already possess such an example, to which, however, I can only
allude here . It is Brecht's Epic Theater.
Tragedies and operas are constantly being written that apparently have a
well-tried theatrical apparatus at their disposal, but in reality do nothing
but supply a derelict one. " The lack of clarity about their situation that
prevails among musicians, writers, and critics, " says Brecht, " has immense
consequences that are far too little considered. For, thinking that they are
in possession of an apparatus that in reality possesses them, they defend an
apparatus over which they no longer have any control and that is no longer,
as they still believe, a means for the producers, but has become a means
against the producers. " 1 7 This theater, with its complicated machinery, its
gigantic supporting staff, its sophisticated effects, has become a "means
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against the producers " not least in seeking to enlist them in the hopeless
competitive struggle in which film and radio have enmeshed it. This theater
(whether in its educating or its entertaining role; the two are complemen
tary) 1 8 is that of a sated class for which everything it touches becomes a
stimulant. Its position is lost. Not so that of a theater that, instead of
competing with newer instruments of publication, seeks to use and learn
from them-in short, to enter into debate with them. This debate the Epic
Theater has made its own affair. It is, measured by the present state of
development of film and radio, the contemporary form.
In the interest of this debate, Brecht fell back on the most primitive
elements of the theater. He contented himself, by and large, with a podium.
He dispensed with wide-ranging plots. He thus succeeded in changing the
functional connection between stage and public, text and performance,
director and actor. Epic Theater, he declared, had to portray situations,
rather than develop plots. It obtains such situations, as we shall see presently,
by interrupting the plot. I remind you here of the songs, which have their
chief function in interrupting the action. Here-according to the principle
of interruption-Epic Theater, as you see, takes up a procedure that has
become familiar to you in recent years from film and radio, literature and
photography. I am speaking of the procedure of montage: the superimposed
element disrupts the context in which it is inserted. But here this procedure
has a special right, perhaps even a perfect right, as I will briefly show. The
interruption of action, on account of which Brecht described his theater as
" epic , " constantly counteracts illusion on the part of the audience. For such
illusion is a hindrance to a theater that proposes to make use of elements
of reality in experimental rearrangements. But it is at the end, not the
beginning, of the experiment that the situation appears-a situation that, in
this or that form, is always ours. It is not brought home to the spectator
but distanced from him. He recognizes it as the real situation-not with
satisfaction, as in the theater of Naturalism, but with astonishment. Epic
Theater, therefore, does not reproduce situations; rather, it discovers them.
This discovery is accomplished by means of the interruption of sequences.
Yet interruption here has the character not of a stimulant but of an organ
izing function. It arrests the action in its course, and thereby compels the
listener to adopt an attitude vis-a-vis the process, the actor vis-a-vis his role.
I would like to show you, through an example, how Brecht's discovery and
use of the gestus is nothing but the restoration of the method of montage
decisive in radio and film, from an often merely modish procedure to a
human event. Imagine a family scene: the wife is j ust about to grab a bronze
sculpture and throw it at her daughter; the father is opening the window to
call for help. At this moment a stranger enters. The process is interrupted.
What appears in its place is the situation on which the stranger's eyes now
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fall: agitated faces, open window, disordered furniture. There are eyes,
however, before which the more usual scenes of present-day existence do
not look very different: the eyes of the epic dramatist.
To the total dramatic artwork he opposes the dramatic laboratory. He
makes use in a new way of the great, ancient opportunity of the theater: to
expose what is present. At the center of his experiment stands the human
being. Present-day man; a reduced man, therefore, chilled in a chilly envi
ronment. But since this is the only one we have, it is in our interest to know
him. He is subj ected to tests, examinations. What emerges is this: events are
alterable not at their climaxes, not by virtue and resolution, but only in their
strictly habitual course, by reason and practice. To construct from the
smallest elements of behavior what in Aristotelian dramaturgy is called
" action " is the purpose of Epic Theater. Its means are therefore more modest
than those of traditional theater; likewise its aims. It is concerned less with
filling the public with feelings, even seditious ones, than with alienating it
in an enduring way, through thinking, from the conditions in which it lives.
It may be noted, incidentally, that there is no better trigger for thinking than
laughter. In particular, convulsion of the diaphragm usually provides better
opportunities for thought than convulsion of the soul. Epic Theater is lavish
only in occasions for laughter.
It has perhaps struck you that the train of thought which is about to be
concluded presents the writer with only one demand: the demand to think,
to reflect on his position in the process of production. We may depend on
it: this reflection leads, sooner or later, for the writers who matter (that is,
for the best technicians in their field) , to observations that provide the most
factual foundation for solidarity with the proletariat. Thus, I would like to
conclude by adducing a topical illustration in the form of a small extract
from a journal published here, Commune. Commune circulated a question
naire asking, " For whom do you write ? " I quote from the reply of Rene
Mau blanc and from the comment added by Aragon.19 "Unquestionably, "
says Maublanc, " I write almost exclusively for a bourgeois public. First,
because I am obliged to " (here Maublanc is alluding to his professional
duties as a grammar-school teacher) , " second, because I have bourgeois
origins and a bourgeois education and come from a bourgeois milieu, and
so am naturally inclined to address myself to the class to which I belong,
which I know and understand best. This does not mean, however, that I
write in order to please or support it. I am convinced, on the one hand, that
the proletarian revolution is necessary and desirable and, on the other, that
it will be the more rapid, easy, and successful, and the less bloody, the weaker
the opposition of the bourgeoisie . . . The proletariat today needs allies from
the camp of the bourgeoisie, exactly as in the eighteenth century the bour
geoisie needed allies from the feudal camp. I wish to be among those allies. "
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O n this Aragon comments:
Our comrade here touches on a state of affairs that affects a large number of
present-day writers. Not all have the courage to look it in the face . . . Those
who see their own situation as clearly as Rene Maublanc are few. But precisely
from them more must be required . . . It is not enough to weaken the bour
geoisie fr om within; it is necessary to fight them with the proletariat . . . Rene
Maublanc, and many of our friends among the writers who are still hesitating,
are faced with the example of the Soviet Russian writers who came from the
Russian bourgeoisie and nevertheless became pioneers in the building of social
ism.

Thus Aragon. But how did they become pioneers ? Certainly not without
very bitter struggles, extremely difficult debates. The considerations I have
put before you are an attempt to draw some conclusions from these strug
gles. They are based on the concept to which the debate on the attitude of
Russian intellectuals owes its decisive clarification: the concept of the spe
cialist. The solidarity of the specialist with the proletariat-herein lies the
beginning of this clarification-can only be a mediated one. Proponents of
Activism and of the New Objectivity could gesticulate as they pleased, but
they could not do away with the fact that even the proletarianization of an
intellectual hardly ever makes a proletarian. Why ? Because the bourgeois
class gave him, in the form of education, a means of production that, owing
to educational privilege, makes him feel solidarity with it, and still more it
with him. Aragon was thereby entirely correct when, in another connection,
he declared, " The revolutionary intellectual appears first and foremost as
the betrayer of his class of origin. " In the case of the writer, this betrayal
consists in conduct that transforms him from a supplier of the productive
apparatus into an engineer who sees it as his task to adapt this apparatus
to the purposes of the proletarian revolution. This is a mediating activity,
yet it frees the intellectual from that purely destructive task to which
Maublanc and many of his comrades believe it necessary to confine him.
Does he succeed in promoting the socialization of the intellectual means of
production ? Does he see how he himself can organize intellectual workers
in the production process ? Does he have proposals for the Umfunk
tionierung of the novel, the drama, the poem ? The more completely he can
orient his activity toward this task, the more correct the political tendency
of his work will be, and necessarily also the higher its technical quality. And
at the same time, the more exactly he is thus informed about his position
in the process of production, the less it will occur to him to lay claim to
" spiritual " qualities. The spirit that holds forth in the name of fascism must
disappear. The spirit that, in opposing it, trusts in its own miraculous powers
will disappear. For the revolutionary struggle is not between capitalism and
spirit; it is between capitalism and the proletariat.

The Author
Written spring 1 934; unpublished in Benj amin's lifetime.
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N otes
1 . That the date given in the subtitle is erroneous can be gathered from a letter
that Benj amin wrote to Adorno the following day (April 28, 1 934), in which
he mentions that the address has not yet been presented ( Gesammelte Schriften,
vol. 2, pp. 1460-1 46 1 ) . Gershom Scholem claims that the twenty-seventh was
the date of Benj amin's completion of the text, which was never presented; see
The Correspondence of Walter Benjamin and Gershom Scholem, 1 932-1 940
(New York: Schocken, 1 9 8 9 ) , p. 1 1 ln. The Institute for the Study of Fascism
was a Communist front organization.
2. Sergei Tretiakov ( 1 8 92-1 9 3 9 ) was a Russian writer whose work, based on a
"literature of facts, " was agitational and propagandistic. His book Command
ers of the Field ( 1 9 3 1 ) comprised two volumes of diaries and sketchbooks.
3. The " left-wing author" is Benjamin himself. See "The Newspaper " ( 1 934), in
this volume.
4. Centered around the yearbook Das Ziel (The Goal ) , " Activism" was a political
stance that fused Nietzschean ideals with a pacifist socialism; it stood opposed
to German Expressionism. Prominent figures associated with the movement
included the German author and editor Kurt Hiller ( 1 8 85-1972 ) , who edited
the yearbook; the theater critic Alfred Kerr; and the novelist Heinrich Mann.
The young Benj amin had been a vocal opponent of Hiller's ideas. "New Ob
j ectivity " (Neue Sachlichkeit) was the term coined by the museum curator G. F.
Hartlaub for a new tendency toward figuration in postwar German painting. It
gradually came to designate the Weimar "period style" in art, architecture,
design, literature, and film: cool, obj ective, analytical.
5 . Heinrich Mann ( 1 8 71-1950), German novelist and essayist, was the brother of
Thomas Mann. Many of the disputes between the brothers over the years
stemmed from Heinrich's left-liberal activism. Alfred Doblin ( 1 8 78-1 957), Ger
man novelist, is best-known for the novel Berlin Alexanderplatz ( 1 92 9 ) . He,
too, was a prominent left-liberal voice in Weimar.
6. Kurt Hiller, Der Sprung ins Helle ( Leipzig: Lindner, 1 93 2 ) , p. 3 14 .
7. I n place of this sentence, the original manuscript contained a different one,
which was deleted: " Or, in Trotsky's words, 'If enlightened pacifists attempt to
abolish war by means of rational argument, they simply make fools of them
selves, but if the armed masses begin to use the arguments of reason against
war, this means the end of war. "'
8. Wissen und Verandern (Know and Change; 1 93 1 ) was Doblin's apology for his
humane, party-independent, and frankly mystical socialism.
9. Bertolt Brecht, Versuche 1 -3 ( Berlin: Kiepenheuer, 1 9 3 0 ) .
1 0 . John Heartfield (pseudonym of Helmut Herzfelde; 1 8 9 1- 1 9 6 8 ) , German
graphic artist, photographer, and designer, was one of the founders of Berlin
Dada. He went on to reinvent photomontage as a political weapon.
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1 1 . Albert Renger-Patzsch, Die Welt ist schon: Einhundert photographische Auf
nahmen ( Munich: K. Wolff, 1 9 2 8 ) . Renger-Patzsch ( 1 897- 1 9 6 6 ) was a German
photographer who espoused a straight photographic realism, rej ecting both the
romanticism of photographers who tried to imitate painting and the photogra
phy that tried to gain its effects through startling techniques. His book Die Welt
ist schon (The World Is Beautiful; 1 9 2 8 ) established him as one of the leading
European photographers.
12. Hanns Eisler ( 1 8 9 8-1 962) was a German composer best-known for his collabo
rations with Brecht. He became the leading composer in the German Democratic
Republic, for which he wrote the national anthem.
1 3 . The "perceptive critic " is Benj amin himself, in his essay " Left-Wing Melan
choly, " in this volume. Erich Kastner ( 1 899- 1 9 74 ) was a German satirist, poet,
and novelist who is especially known for his children's books. He was the most
durable practitioner of the style of witty, laconic writing associated with the
highbrow cabaret, the Berlin weekly Die Weltbuhne (The World Stage ) , and the
Neue Sachlichkeit (New Obj ectivity ) movement of the mid- 1 920s.
1 4 . Franz Mehring ( 1 846-1 9 1 9 ) , German socialist historian and pamphleteer, is
best-known for his biography of Karl Marx. Kurt Tucholsky ( 1 890- 1 9 3 5 ) was
a German satirist and journalist whose work is emblematic of the wit and savage
irony of the Berlin cabaret.
1 5 . E. Gunther Griindel, Die Sendung der jungen Generation: Versuch einer umfas
senden revolutionaren Sinndeutung der Krise (Munich: Beck, 1 932), p. 1 1 6.
Griindel is referring to novels by Goethe and Gottfried Keller, respectively.
1 6 . Georg Christoph Lichtenberg ( 1 742- 1 799) was a German satirist and experi
mental psychologist. Although he was a feared satirist in his time, he is remem
bered today as the first great German aphorist.
1 7. Brecht, Versuche 4-7 ( Berlin: Kiepenheuer, 1 93 0 ) , p. 1 07.
1 8 . See "Theater and Radio, " in this volume.
1 9 . Rene Maublanc ( 1 8 9 1-1960) was a French Marxist historian whose books
include Fourier ( 1 93 7 ) and Le Marxisme et la liberte ( 1 945 ) . Louis Aragon
(pseudonym of Louis Andrieux; 1 8 9 7-1 9 8 2 ) was a French poet, novelist, and
essayist who, as a prominent Surrealist, was a political activist and spokesman
for Communism. Benjamin's earliest work on Das Passagen- Werk (The Arcades
Proj ect) was inspired by Aragon's books Vague de reves and Paysan de Paris.
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